Legend of a Suicide

Roy is still young when his father, a failed
dentist and hapless fisherman, puts a .44
magnum to his head and commits suicide
on the deck of his beloved boat.
Throughout his life, Roy returns to that
moment, gripped by its memory and the
shadow it casts over his small-town
boyhood, describing with poignant,
mercurial wit his parents woeful marriage
and inevitable divorce, their kindnesses and
weaknesses, the absurd and comic
turning-points of his past. Finally, in
Legend of a Suicide, Roy lays his fathers
ghost to rest. But not before he exacts a
gruelling, exhilarating revenge.Revolving
around a fatally misconceived adventure
deep in the wilderness of Alaska, this is a
remarkably tender story of survival and
disillusioned love.

The reportorial relentlessness of [David] Vanns imagination often makes his fiction seem less written than chiseled. A
small, lovely book has been writLegend of a Suicide: Stories [David Vann] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
The reportorial relentlessness of [David] Vanns imagination It isnt often that a book you wish to review forces you to
keep schtum. The closest I can get to explaining why Legend of a Suicide forces you toBuy Legend of a Suicide by
David Vann from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a huge range of new releases and classic
fiction. A series of interrelated stories that include a novella (Sukkwan Island), the book is a semi-autobiographical tale
of the impact of a fathers Legend of a Suicide, By David Vann. The ghost of Hemingway stalks this haunting story.
Peter Carty Sunday 15 November 2009 01:00Winner of the Grace Paley Prize in Short Fiction - In Ichthyology, a young
boy watches his father spiral from divorce to suicide. The story is told obliquely, oftenWith Legend of a Suicide, Vann
looks into the dark and isolated heart of the American soul. It is a devastating journey that is difficult to read but
impossible to putThe reportorial relentlessness of [David] Vanns imagination often makes his fiction seem less written
than chiseled. A small, lovely book has been writ In his stunning novel-in-stories, Legend of a Suicide, his fathers early
death is announced right on the dedication page and its cause, in case David Vanns story-plus-novella collection Legend
of a Suicide is the New Yorker Book Clubs April selection. He is also the author of theEditorial Reviews. From
Publishers Weekly. This well-crafted debut collection, five stories and a Legend of a Suicide: Stories - Kindle edition
by David Vann. The stories in David Vanns second book, Legend of a Suicide, circle compulsively around a central
fascinationa fathers suicide. PartwayAlaskans novel Legend of a Suicide finds acclaim Outside. James Vann, father of
David Vann and the inspiration for Davids writing, is seen during a trip to the Legend of a Suicide, David Vanns first
book of fiction, won a short-story prize in the US, but isnt exactly a story collection or, for that matter, For twelve
years, no agent would send out my book, Legend of a Suicide , to editors. So I finally sent it to a contest which included
publicatio
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